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The increase in the  number of professional courses and hence such institutes has 

hampered the development of youth enrolling into traditional courses of study. To 

assess their standard of achievement, systems like semester and non-semester with 

continuous evaluation schemes, project assignment, home assignment practical 

examination and oral testing are experimented and written examinations are 

conducted for the final promotion. Written examination is the most popular method 

followed everywhere almost in all academic areas. This method can be modified and 

adopted at least to inculcate some qualities of leadership among the students, pursuing 

the traditional courses, apart from testing them for their academic achievement. 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     

             KEYWORDS-  Testing, Discipline, Decisiveness, Economy. 

            Aim of the paper :  

          1] To Review  & Revise the aims and objectives of  testing and  evaluating the   

college students. 

2] Propose a method to develop some leadership qualities through exiting 

examination procedure. 

Introduction: ‘Teaching, Testing and Evaluation’ is the nucleus of Education. 

While one is aware that imparting knowledge to the beneficiary accounts for 

teaching, education process is assumed never to be complete without evaluating the 

beneficiary through testing them for their acquisition of the knowledge imparted to 

them. This procedure seems to have been adopted ever since man began to pass-on 

his knowledge and skills, to the generations to follow him, with a view to see that 

the students/ disciples have attained the standards required for application of it in 

relevant areas. 

   In the present period the population explosion, socio-economic reformations, 

increase in professional courses and growing awareness of education has resulted in 

increase in the student population. The students seeking professional courses attract 

the attention of the society while, the development of students pursuing traditional 

courses is neglected. The traditional courses are the base to entire educational 

development and hence improvements in this areas is inevitable.  

 

Materials and Methods- General Observation 

Abstract 
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[A] Majority of the mass of youth pursuing traditional courses like BA, B. Sc and 

B.Com are   those that generally enter into 

    [i] Civil services,  [ii] Defence services,  [iii] Teaching and research,  [iv] 

Business etc.  

 

[B] Systems like semester and non- semester with continuous evaluation 

schemes, project assignment, home assignment practical examination and oral 

testing are experimented and written examinations are conducted for the final 

promotion of such students. 

 

 [C] (i) Though we boast of development in education, a heartfelt probe into this 

aspect reveals that the youth enrolling into traditional courses seem to be 

neglected. 

  (ii) There is an unraveled, deep penetrated harm in this section of education, 

pampering the youth and just pushing them through for various reasons like 

heavy marks, the promotion of the student to higher class and give importance 

to the student’s memory retention power. 

   

              Discussion - Short comings of the system –  

           The short-comings in the existing system of examination and assessment may 

be divide as –(a) those related to the students and (b) those related to examiner 

or the institution. 

           (a) Short-comings related to the students- The existing method of 

examination and assessment seem to lack focus on the student’s 

           (i) Weakness in orderly presentation of answers, neatness, language, 

confidence and discipline. 

           (ii) Time and Space management ability of the student and 

           (iii) Sense of responsibility with regard to unnecessary wastage of paper 

through use of supplements which generally are not essential, 

           (iv) Ability to usage of opportunity- There are some students who solve the 

entire paper even when they have choice of answering a few questions only. 

  

(b) Short-comings related to examiner or the institution. 

(i) The examiner here has to spend more time in assessing all the answers even 

when the students are given choice to attempt a definite number of questions 

from amongst the given questions. He then has to decide those answers 

scoring more marks i.e. the assessment is carried out for more than 

maximum marks set for the paper.  For example the maximum marks for a 

paper is fifty but some students attempt all the questions when they have a 

choice to attempt a few questions. Examining such answer book leads to 

examining answers for more than fifty marks. The expectation of number of 

papers to be assessed per day assumes the assessment to be of maximum 

marks only that is fifty. 

(ii) This principle of examining the answer books consumes more time. It 

also leads to not  only wastage of time of the examiner but unjustifiably 
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encourages indiscipline among such students, closing the doors of 

developing confidence in the youth, through concealed pampering. 

(iii)This approach of overburdening the examiner may induce indifferent 

attitude in him killing his sense of attachment and involvement. 

(iv)   There is scarcity of questions aiming to test analytical approach and 

application of the subject studied by the students 

        

          Hence the present system results only in appraisal of weakness among 

students that ends   up encouraging mediocrity rather than promoting 

excellence
sud

. Such method motivates mal practice of scoring more marks or 

getting pushed ahead, thereby reducing moral values. UGC and related 

authorities need to focus their attention seriously on it atleast now, after 

more than 6 decades of independence from the foreign rule. 

 

Suggestion- Method of written examination suggested to achieve the aim 

of inculcating some qualities of leadership   

There are many ways of developing discipline and other qualities of 

leadership. Written Examination which is an universally adopted method of 

testing and evaluation can be viewed to as one such method. 

              Main Features of the suggested method-    

          1] Answers will be written on the question paper in the specified space only. 

          2] Economy of Stationery, decisiveness and   confidence. 

          3] Usage of opportunity, Economy of Time & Space. 

          4]  Each main question  will be printed at the beginning of  the page along 

with the sub  questions. 

                 5] Nature of questions. 

     

               Merits-  

           Cover Page- The student has to write his/her seat number only. The remaining 

all is printed by the conductor of      examination. 

                1] Answers will be in serial order hence this will teach the student the 

importance of sequence. 

                 2] This method will gradually develop in students the ability of being 

‘focused’ on important points of the answer.  In addition it will also help be 

decisive in including the necessary points which is an aspect of confidence. 

This results in economy of time and space by avoiding writing unimportant 

points. 

              3] The method of providing space for the required number of questions to be 

attempted compels  the students   to use the opportunity of choice. This in 

turn leads to decisiveness and building of  confidence. It also results in 

saving of space and hence the stationary thereby contributing to 

environmental awareness. 
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 4] Since some questions relating to application of the subject and also to 

employment are to be included, this suggested method will persuade the 

students to look at subject of specialization for graduation as an opportunity 

for career and financial earning. 

 

             How to Implement-  

           [A] About setting of the paper- The Model paper proposed is given on  page no 

                1] If a main question contains sub questions then all such sub questions will 

be printed below each main question on a fresh page at the beginning of the 

main question. 

                2] The answers are to be written on the same paper hence the paper setter 

should be cautious in  judging and providing sufficient space  for every 

answer.  

              3] A few questions relating to the application of the subject in real life should 

also be included. 

               4] Questions relating to employment opportunity should be given weight-age 

according to the class of  students    being tested. 

      

      [B] Practice by students. 

            (i) The students should be made clear about the aim of the examination.  

             (ii) The pattern of the written examination should be practiced with frequent 

tests which should   be organized by the concerned institutes, before the 

students  appear for the final examination. 

 

           (iii) The students should be instructed to write answers in order only for 

example if two questions out of three are to be attempted then the order of 

answering should be ( i , ii) or ( i , iii) or (ii , iii) and not vice versa. If the order 

is not maintained one mark should be deducted as penalty. 

         

         Conclusion: The practice of the suggested method of examination will enable to 

develop a well trained human   resource. So   

                Let us, then, be up and doing, 

                 With a heart for any fate; 

                 Still achieving, still pursuing, 

                 Learn to labour and to wait,  (H W Longfellow) 
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Proposed  Model Question and Answer Book 

 

Cover page 

                           ____________  University          Supervisor 

Signature     

Class : B.Sc I                               Semester I Examination 2011 

Subject :Statistics            Paper No: II                             QP 

Code-C-109 

Title of the paper Probability Theory 

 Date :                                                                               Max 

marks: 40 

                                                                         Min marks for 

passing: 14 

Student’s Seat No(in figures): 

Student’s Seat No(in words) : 

Medium Of Answering: English             

                                                              Assessment Code No  

 --------------perforation for coding--------------- 

                                                             Assessment Code No 

 

 

 

 

 

General Instructions for students. 

 

1] Answers to be strictly written in space provided only. 

2]In case of sub questions the sub question number should be 

written in the blank box provided near the main question 

number . 

3] Answers to sub questions to be written in serial order. If 

order is not maintained one mark will be cut for each of such 

attempt. 

4] There is no provision of supplements as answers are to be 

written in space provided only. 

5] Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

  

 Instructions for students as per subject : 

(answers not to be written behind this page) 

 

Q 

No 

Examiner’s  

marks 

Moderator’s  

marks 

1   

2   

3   

Total   
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Q

 

1 

mark

s 

 

                                          

(one mark 

each) 

 

 Q 1 choose 

the correct 

answer 

among the 

given for 

each sub 

question: 

 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

 

 

 

 

M 
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Q 2   Total 

Marks    

                                                     (8 mark each) 

Q 2]  Attempt any two questions among the given: 

 

i) ----- 

ii) ------ 

iii) ------- 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Q 2  

 

 

M 
   

        Space for answering first sub question 

 

ЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖ 

Q 2 

 M 

 

          Space for answering second sub question 

 

ЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖЖ

Ж 
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Similarly remaining questions as many to be included in the paper may be set with 

table for marks and space for answers. Demarcation should be done after allotting 

space for every answer. 
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